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Shows

2019
„Erste Fünf“, Dogo Residency, Lichtensteig
„Pirlo #5 Release“, Dienstgebäude, Zürich

2018
„Young Gods“, Cuadro22, Chur
„Soupe aux Cailloux“, with Collectif Chuglu and Hasoso, Marseille

2017
„Dance, Deviation, Dance!“, Curtidos Residency, Barcelona
„Weiter“, with Collectif Chuglu, Kunsthalle(n) Toggenburg and Arthur Junior, Toggenburg
„ZHdK Diplome“, Toni-Areal, Zürich
„Translation“, Kulturfolger, Zürich
„Alternative Communication Technologies in the Mountains“, talk, Kulturfolger, Zürich
„Pirlo #4 Lancement“, Librairie Centre Culturel Suisse, Paris

2016
„Regarder les Étoiles“, with Samuel Koch, Offspace, Marseille
„Pirlo #3 Lancement“, Galerie Territoires Partagées, Marseille
„Fête Foreign“, ESADMM, Marseille
„Semaine d‘actions Rond Point du Prado“, public space, Marseille

2015
„VFG-Nachwuchsförderpreis“, elac, Lausanne; Jungkunst, Winterthur; OSLO 8, Basel
„Ausstellung Grubenstrasse“, Grubenstrasse 15, Zürich
„Show me what you want, what you really really want“, Leche Vitrine, Lausanne
„Pirlo #2 Release“, Alte Turnhalle, Zürich
„Can Hope Be Disappointed?“, Bunker, Zürich
„Architektur und Fotografie“, Konvikt, Chur
„Hamburgers, Coca-Cola & Pigeons“ ZHdK, Zürich

Piero Good

Web  www.pierogood.com
Mail  piero_good@hotmail.com
Mobile  0041794697926

CV

Born 1991 in Chur, Switzerland
Lives in Zürich

2013 - 2017  BA Media & Art, 
  Specialization in Photography, ZHdK, Zürich
2015 - 2016  Erasmus ESADMM, Marseille
2011 - 2012  Propädeutikum ZHdK, Zürich

Member of Collectif Chuglu www.collectifchuglu.wordpress.com
Co-founder of Pirlo, photography magazine www.pirlo-magazine.ch



Zerlegung

2019

Metal, bamboo, acrylic glass
Permanant installation

Every day - given that it is cloudless - the sun shines 
for around 30 minutes through the gap between the 
Rathaus für Kultur and the adjoining house. There the 
sun rays hit the installed prism that projects a spect-
ral coloured spot on the shady patios wall.

April 2019, Lichtensteig
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Rhythmisches Rauschen

2019

Installation Video and 4-channel sound, sculpture, 
photogaphy

Rhythmisches  Rauschen  is  an  installation  in  space  
composed of three elements:

- Video projection and sound installation; a flowerpot 
turns infinitely in a circle. It‘s sound turns around the 
video projection.

- Sculpture; water is being pumped into a bottle on a 
hinge. As soon as the bottle is too heavy, it tilts and 
empties  out.  On  the  same  time  the  back  end  of  
the  hinge hits a hanging tube an makes a noise. The 
bottle is being filled again.

-  Photogaphy;  a  plant,  pushed  by  the  wind,  drew  
a  perfect circle around itself.

Erste Fünf at Dogo Residency
Lichtensteig, April 2019

Video 

https://youtu.be/xa4yijQ4s0A

Rhythmisches Rauschen
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Soupe aux Cailloux 

(with Collectif Chuglu and Hasoso)
2018

Tools for gathering vegtables, a 7m communal bowl
Performance

The members of Hasoso and Chuglu started an urban  
vegtables collection. We have processed the recieved 
ingredients to 60 litres of soup. It was served in a lar-
ge communal bowl. The vegeteble donors and a lot of 
other people were invited.

October 2018, Marseille

www.hasoso.ch

Soupe aux Cailloux
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Float Again

2017

Float Again I
Ventilators, nylon strings, feathers
Installation

Float Again II
a lot of feathers dropping from the rooftop
Performance

When I was waiting on a terrace for the waitress, a 
feather gently descended some meters in front of 
me, slowly rotating around its axis.

Dance, Devation, Dance! at Curtidos
October 2017, Barcelona

Videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syFKJxFPIFs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuxjmxINTNI

Float Again
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Weiter (with Collectif Chuglu)
2017
Perfomances

During the festival Weiter we as Collectif Chuglu 
realasied different side specific performances during 
the three openigs. 

Waterwalling

Rebuilding walls of a ruin with bricks made out of the 
water from nearby streams and Japanese algea.

Six histoires de chevaux

Bus stories

Immense comme un detail

13 coloured dots descened from the surrounding 
mountains.

More photos and information 
www.collectifchuglu.wordpress.com

Weiter, Kunsthalle(n) Toggenburg and Arthur Junior
September 2017, Toggenburg

Waterwalling
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Immense comme un detail



Extending Time

2017
Wood, plexiglas, plastic boxes, tube, water pump 
Sculpture

I love fishing. Sometimes I fish with an artificial lure 
called spinner. It‘s a concave metal leaf with a hook. 
One casts it and then reels it back. Moving in the wa-
ter, the metal leaf starts to rotate. Like this it imitates 
a little fish, which will be in the ideal case attacked by 
a bigger fish. 
When I cast the spinner and reel it back, I see it 3-4 
meter in front of me how it appears out of the lakes 
darkness, flickering and dancing, and approching me. 
These 3-4 meter last only 3-4 seconds. Then the lure 
is back and the spectacle already over. This short mo-
ment of beautie fascinates me a lot. That‘s why I built 
an apparat that allows me to extend time.

ZHdK Diplome, Degree Show

June 2017, Zürich

Extending Time
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Höhenfeuer/It Stands Still and I Move

2016/2017
Two video projections (loops à 0.54 min and 2.00 min)
Drawing (100 copies, 10.5x14.8 cm)

It is me in an environment. I‘m observing and intervening.

Höhenfeuer

The hilly and mountainous Calanques in Marseille with it‘s typical cir-
cumstances - the sun and the wind - offered a perfect venue to go 
up to the summits and reflect the sun rays with a mirror using morse 
language and raise a flag. 

It Stands Still and I Move

I stepped out of Kulturfolger and saw the tower on the summit of 
Uetliberg, blinking for someones attention. From this moment on, I‘m 
seeing the tower constantly, and from everywhere - blinking or not. 
I realise that I circle around it. I realise that I move and it stands still. 
I realise that I‘m situated in a certain environment. l experience this 
very moment consciously by paying attention to the environment and 
by positioning myself in it: I am part of it.
It Stands Still and I Move are give-away postcards with a drawing of a 
view across Kulturfolger. 

Solo show Translation at Kulturfolger
April 2017, Zürich

Videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSlgowSRmgI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnHVO2SdlmE

Höhenfeuer/It Stands Still and I Move
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Hazy Harvest

2016
Wood, fiberglass nets, pvc tubes, plant pots, bricks
different sizes

Being in the mountains, I wanted to be able to catch 
the purest water - water that hasn‘t touched the 
ground since a long time. That‘s why I built a fog 
catcher. 
Later on my rooftop terrace in the city and in the stu-
dio I develeoped more of them.

Cuadro22

August 2018, Chur
studio view

December 2016, Zürich

Hazy Harvest
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Estrade Pour La Mer (with Collectif Chuglu)
2016
Wooden construction
spectators

The municipality of Marseille sent a call for propo-
sals to some selected artists to make an „Œvre d‘art 
(sculpture/fontaine)“ on the renovated roundabout 
Rond Point du Prado in the heart of the city. We, Col-
lectif Chuglu, didn‘t recieve this call but we decided 
anyway to realize our proposals.

On my daily 45 minutes busride to university I saw 
the sea, far away on the other end of the Avenue du 
Prado, only during the two or three seconds while 
crossing this roundabout.

Semaine d‘actions Rond Point du Prado

September 2016, Marseille

Estrade Pour La Mer
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Spiegel für Bruno

Spiegel für Bruno 

2014
Mirror foil on a metal frame, two ropes
195x400 cm
Installation at Toni Areal, Zürich

 
The installation is a gift for Bruno who is working in 
an office right at the bottom of an atrium at Toni Are-
al. Once, he complained that from his workspace he 
could not even see the sky.
 

December 2014, Zürich
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